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Professional workwear for young women 
in response to the COVID-19 world pandemic

NOUVELLE FEMME

      BASE    +    COLLAR   +   SLEEVE   =    BLOUSE COMBINATIONS BOTTOMS

FABRICS

BOTTOMS

COLOR PALETTE
Swatches uniquely showcase 
empowerment, power, freshness, 
and joy with a playful attitude

FEATURES & FUNCTIONALITY
Collar & Sleeve Attachment 

Covered buttons and loop 
fastening for feminine aesthetic

* Identical attachment method
   for collar & sleeve

(Pant Side View)

Invisible, separating zipper
to connect collar to base

Fabric element protects
skin from zipper

Zipper hidden from
exterior view

Elastic side strip 

Elastic piece allowing further
stretch in the seated position

Full skirt for style & comfort

Elastic waistband

(Pant Waistband
Back View)

PATTERNS

Manufactured in the USA
Fiber elements spun using recycled plastic
Stretchy, lightweight, and breathable

18-1549 TCX 18-1549 TCX13-3207 TCX 18-3518 TCX 19-4029 TCX



Returing to their offices a er working from home, 
women have gone weeks without wearing standard 
business casual dress and dramatically changed 
the way they consume resulting in new ...

Professional workwear for young women 
in response to the COVID-19 world pandemic

VALUES of:
Comfort
Ethical Production
Functionality
Ease of Use
Optimism

TARGET CUSTOMER

TIMELESS STYLE
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NOUVELLE FEMME

Working women ages 20-35 years old
with a business casual preference

Feminine Silhouettes 
        Sophisticated and flattering feminine 
        designs that embrace traditional 
        business workwear

Ethical Production
        Made in the USA stimulating domestic
        economy,  employing US citizens, and  
        utilizing American resources (proudly 
        showing Made in USA on garmet labels)

Multi-Functional
        Modular design of collar, sleeve, and 
        blouse base create multiple blouse 
        combination possibilities and reduce 
        resources required to develop and 
        purchase traditional blouses

The world pandemic has caused a 
fundamental change in the way in
which our workforce prioritizes 
their attitude towards workwear, 
predominately caused by the 
“shelter in place” mandates. Work 
ffrom home further moved us in the 
direction of casual work attire. 
Household incomes have been 
reduced thereby necessitating the 
need for workwear that better fits
these economic challenges through 
product multi-functionality. The 
ppandemic has reminded society of 
the need for products that are 
environmentally focuses. Made in 
the USA will increasingly become 
part of a producer̓s ethics as 
companies feel the social 
responsibility to take care of our 
AmeriAmerican workforce first.

Environmental Focus
        Elements of fabric fibers spun using
        recycled plastic from sources such as
        single use  water bottles commonly 
        discarded in oceans polluting waters 
        and marine life

Comfort
        Stretchy, lightweight, and breathable fabric

Laundering
        Garments may be washed at home reducing
        time and money spent on dry cleaning
        Care
        Fabrics do not require ironing

Long-Lasting
        Durable for everyday wear and wash,
        sufficiently passing AATCC Test Methods
        (outlined to the right)

Color Selection 
        Elevated and joyous colors 
        incorporating neutrals and non-neutrals 
        into patterns and fabrics

Dimensional Changes
TM150: Tested to insure garments 
                  maintain orginal shape in 
                  order to insure proper fit
                  and size especially for
                  modular sleeve, collar, and 
                                    blouse base  components

Wrinkle Recovery
TM128: Tested to insure garments
                  sustain wrinkle free aer
                  several standard launderings

Seam Smoothness
TM088: Tested to insure smoothness
                  in seam appearance remains
                  aer several standard 
                  launderings

Colorfastness
TM015: Tested to insure color
                  resistance to fading or
                  running in response to
                  perspiration
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